
In Brazilian schools, especially public ones, a recurrent problem 
highlighted by history teachers is that of teaching the subject to students who 
are not properly literate. This is understood here in its instrumental meaning, 
involving competence in reading and writing. It is a cause of wonder and 
complaints among teachers, and researchers, and reflects on the actual 
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relationship that teachers have with their students. Together with other 
conditions, such as whether or not there exist writing materials for use in the 
classroom (books or reproductions of texts on pages), the representations of 
the characteristics of a student as more or less lettered direct the teacher 
towards determined didactic choices, which involve in turn, a more or less 
problematizing treatment of the history it is intended to teach. Furthermore, 
they collaborate to shape a certain relationship with writing in the classroom.

Initially, I will present a brief analysis of the situation of Brazilian students 
in relation to their mastery of writing based on data obtained in the 
performance evaluation instruments prepared by the Ministry of Education. I 
also discuss the expectation of history teachers in relation to students from the 
old fifth grade of primary school, now the sixth class. 

In the second part I will look at elements from the history of writing and 
the argument about the existence of a rationality of writing which orientates 
cognition and the formation of identities. In the same section, based on the 
explanation routinely given by teachers for the problem, I will present relations 
between literacy and education. I problematize this explanation using the 
concept of letramento (being able to read and write, or being lettered), evaluating 
its relevance for the case of teaching and of learning in school history.

In the third part I present fragments of extracts from history classes, 
registered in field work, in which the language is present in the oral or written 
modality. These fragments function as examples of the situation of the teaching 
of history in which teachers outline their representations of students in relation 
to letramento. I seek to show the history that is constituted in this games of 
practices and representations that delimitate the decisions of the teachers.

The magnitude of the problem: what the Saeb numbers say

In 2004 the figures of the National Evaluation System of Primary 
Education (Sistema Nacional de Avaliação do Ensino Básico – Saeb)1 show a 
serious situation in relation to Brazilian students’ mastery of writing at the end 
of the fourth class, in other words one year before the end of Fundamental 
Education.2 The situation got even worse in relation to the performance of 
students concluding the eighth grade. 

The use of the results of the National Evaluation System of Primary 
Education (Saeb) gives a magnitude to the problem experienced by teachers 
in the classroom. I work with figures that discriminate the achievements of 
students in public and private schools, since the complaint usually presented 
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refers especially to public school students. As we will see, there are actually 
relevant differences in student performance in the two networks in relation to 
their reading competence.

It is worth noting that Saeb, like the other evaluation instruments created 
in the 1990s,3 has been criticized both in relation to the evaluation of 
governmental policies and in relation to the adequacy of its objectives and the 
underlying concept of letramento.4 The fact is that, even with modifications, 
the test still exists and its results are one of the components of Ideb,5 which 
aims to create historic series which can help in decision making for Brazilian 
public education policies.

Let us look at the description of the students found at each level of the 
evaluation of proficiency in Portuguese. These indicators summarize the 
expectation descriptors for reading competence in the Reference Matrices for 
Portuguese and function as a parameter for the discussion proposed here of 
writing (including reading) as a necessary condition for the teaching and 
learning of history.

Figure 1 – Construction of competences and development  
of reading abilities in texts from various genres in each  
of the stages for the Fourth Grade of Basic Education

Very critical
Have not developed reading habits. Have not learned to read and 
write properly. Cannot manage to answer the items in the test. The 
students in this stage do not reach Level 1 of the Saeb scale.

Critical
Are not competent readers, read in a truncated form, only simple 
phrases. The students in this stage are located at Levels 1 and 2 of 
the Saeb scale. 

Intermediary 
Starting to develop reading habits, but still below what is required 
for the fourth grade. The students in this stage are located at Levels 
3 and 4 of the Saeb scale. 

Adequate 
They are readers with a level of comprehension of texts adequate 
to the fourth grade. The students in this stage are located at Level 5 
of the Saeb scale. 

Advanced
Readers with consolidated abilities, some above what is expected 
for the fourth grade. The students in this stage are located at Level 
6 of the Saeb scale.

Source: Inep, 2003.
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I present below a comparison between the levels of evaluation of 
proficiency in Portuguese, with an emphasis on the reading capacity of 
students, in public and private networks at the end of the fourth grade, from 
the 2005 Saeb. The analysis will be based on the specifications presented in 
Figure 1. This percentage refers to the approximate number of 18,465,505 
students in this grade, according to the 2005 School Census. Of these, 
16,652,806 were in public school and 1,812,699 in the private school network. 

Table 1 – Comparative performance  
in 2005 Saeb – private and public network (%)

levels 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Public 
Network 15.02 18.31 21.84 20.16 14.10 6.88 2.67 0.79 0.24 0.00

Private 
Network 2.87 5.69 11.93 18.20 21.12 20.66 13.67 4.26 1.31 0.29

Source: Inep, 2005.

In 2005, 55.17% of public school students had a critical or very critical 
performance, referring to the total percentage of levels 0, 1 and 2. This 
percentage contains illiterate or precariously literate students, who can read 
and write in a rudimentary manner insufficient to continue with their school 
trajectory. With the addition of level 3, students whose performance in reading 
was unsatisfactory comes to 75.33% of those who did the test. In 2005 three 
quarters of students in Brazilian public schools were still unable to properly 
read or understand based on writing and to write what was asked of them in 
school subjects, including history.

The intermediate group is divided into levels 3 and 4. Taken together they 
amount to 34.26% of public school students who are still beginning to read 
proficiently. Levels 0-4 account for 89.43% of students. In other words, in 2005 
approximately 90% of students did not meet educational expectations of 
mastering writing as a prior learning which would help them continue their 
studies in an adequate manner. On the other hand, the subtotal of students 
with adequate performance or better was 10.58%. A little more than 10% of 
public school students were at levels considered adequate to continue with 
their studies at the end of the fourth grade.

In the private network in 2005, 20.49% of students were critical or very 
critical (levels 0 -2), around 34% less than public school. The greatest 
concentration of performance in this network was between levels 3 and 6, with 
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73.65% of students being intermediate, adequate or advanced at the end of the 
segment. Levels 3 and 4, considered intermediate, accounted for 39.32% of the 
performance of students, against 34.26% in the public system. In 2005, among 
the levels which indicated an intermediary, adequate, or better performance, 
the private network had 73.65% of students against 44.84% of public students.

The sum of the subtotals of level 5 and above results in 40.19% of students 
in the private network being considered adequate or better to continue their 
studies in relation to their mastery of reading and writing. This is also a 
concerning percentage, but indicates better learning conditions with a much 
more significant part of the students of this network can make full use of 
writing than public school students, where the equivalent figure is 10.58%.

Effectively, even within each network, there are differences that stimulate 
or hinder the work of the teacher which includes writing as a form of access to 
knowledge. In the public network, federal schools traditionally obtain better 
results than state and municipal ones. In the private network this variation is 
attributed, amongst other factors, to the relationship between the acquisitive 
power of students’ parents and the services offered by the school. Taking into 
account the total number of students per network, 16,652,806 in public school 
and 1,812,699 in the private network, these characteristics and differences 
produce results that are even more perverse for most Brazilian schools...

In a brief analysis of the numbers of the 2005 Saeb we can see that the 
insistence of teachers, especially from public schools, in highlighting students’ 
lack of conditions to learn their specific discipline, due to their reading and 
writing abilities, is something that cannot be ignored in the discussion of the 
teaching of history. How can this serious finding be inserted in the teaching of 
history which depends on writing to be made effective? After all, can a student 
in the final years of Basic Education still not be sufficiently literate to learn 
history?

This scenario can only be altered slowly, through policies continued in the 
first years of the twenty-first century, with targets that point to a gradual 
improvement over the coming decade. Thus, it is necessary to simultaneously 
seek to resolve the problem of the students of our schools entering the world 
of writing and to adapt actions to the problems which still persist regarding 
educational policies, including those related to the school curriculum; the 
training of history teachers, the methodological choices of teachers; and studies 
on the teaching and learning of history, a school discipline that is constituted 
with a strong relationship with writing. 

Let us now look at some points related to the history of writing, of literacy 
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and letramento, with the aim of arguing for the need to denaturalize some of 
our beliefs, including the existence of a rationality of writing, one with a 
universal nature.

Learning to write and learning with writing 

The ability to write is a prerequisite for learning school subjects in the final 
years of Basic Education. In other words, after learning to read and to write in 
the early years, students should learn the existing knowledge through writing. 
History teachers, like the lettered people they are, share this expectation 
constructed during the history of education in the western world, in which, 
parallel to the exponential growth of knowledge registered in a written form,6 
the school receives the initial task of teaching reading and writing to students 
who can use this skill to enter the different areas of knowledge

Some notes on the history of writing in the West 

In Western countries education is organized in a form that the schools 
are initially concerned with the learning of reading, writing and counting, 
while the college becomes the space of that part of society who already have 
knowledge and can continue with their studies, which means having access to 
knowledge organized in written supports. The association that is made between 
knowledge and writing is prepared like a type of rationality of writing. The 
capacity to learn knowledge that is already structured is gradually and 
definitively associated with the capacity to read, to write and to count in the 
same order.7

As a background discussion to this school expectation, there are different 
positions about the predominance of orality and writing in human cognitive 
development and its effects on learning. In this text we do not intend to present 
a history of writing or reading in the West, but rather to situate a debate, which 
is contemporaneous, about the power of writing in relation to cognition and 
rationality and about those who contest this power. In this debate scholars have 
meticulously examined history in search of a moment or moments in which 
writing has given rise to new forms of the organization of knowledge. As we 
will see in the brief summary of these ideas, they are related to distinct social 
relations of the people, whether lettered or not, who extrapolate this research.

For some writing corresponds to the spoken word put down in writing. 
Since Antiquity this had been developed, with the register of epic orality, in 
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which actions and passions were described.8 A significant number of authors, 
nevertheless, argue that writing was a new form of communication, which 
brought new forms of discourse and semiotics.9 Olson argues that writing 
presents the preparation of a new conceptual model for discourse, to allow us 
perceive not only the linguistic elements, but also the structures in which these 
elements are inserted. The development of this form of innovative 
communication is said to have occurred during the Middle Ages with the 
intensification of the work of scribes and scholars, which configured the 
notational basis of the book and the text as it is currently: separation between 
words, paragraphs, chapters, the numbering of pages and other organizers of 
reading through writing.10 These formal aspects are also said to have 
contributed to the cognitive development of learning in written societies.

In the Renaissance the growth of cities exposed European man to 
challenges related to the decontextualization of information. He needed to 
interact with information and people at a distance, in an ever more complex 
form, at a time of great scientific and technological development, exemplified 
in the navigations, the architecture of cathedrals and transformations in 
agriculture. According to Denny, decontextualization is the handling of 
information in order to place it in different planes. One of these operations 
with information is graphic representation. Writing is thus one of the 
developments of the registers that decontextualize information, such as the 
preparation of maps, blueprints of large constructions, technical navigation 
instruments and agriculture.

The greatest controversy among authors is related to the defense (or 
critique) of writing as an impulse for the development of a rationality, based 
on the more or less formal and abstract thinking of written or unwritten 
societies. Denny, based on historical psychology, presents this discussion and 
argues that in all human societies, whether oral or written, there exists formal 
and abstract thinking. However, based on studies of the emergence of writing 
(in Antiquity or in the Renaissance), he states that writing results from a 
decontextualized environment.

Let us look at the example of a child from the current day. Seeing the 
name of his mother written in the same form as the name of another person 
with the same name, he rejects the possibility that this writing represents the 
name of more than one person. He sees the names as a property of his mother. 
He still does not see writing as a tool to make decontextualized abstractions.

The lists of the dead, or food in royal storehouses studied by Goody, show 
an abstraction, which is the inscription of a set formed of various names by 
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some classification criteria on a list, and decontextualize these beings, dead or 
foodstuffs, from their immediate context. Similarly, on the synthetic plane, a 
characteristic of oral language is greater contextualization (depending on 
various factors, such as the predominant type of discourse), and of written 
language great decontextualization, on a continuum. The verbal use of 
subordinate conjunctions such as when, while and why among phrases also 
establishes a hierarchized separation between information, constituting 
decontextualized verbal abstractions.

The decontextualized abstraction of a type of rationality is thus a 
consequence of the social scenario from which writing is said to have emerged, 
and with its dissemination in the history of education, it was constituted as 
school expectation.11 Writing as an appeal to decontextualizing abstraction 
represents one the strongest arguments of the defenders of a positive cognitive 
impact of writing on orality.

In a critical vision of the advantages of the predominance of writing over 
orality, or the benefits involved, Street sees in authors such as Greenfield, 
Hildyard, Olson and Havellock an ethnocentric position. Street criticizes their 
positions because they establish a great divide between the thought processes 
of different social groups: the literate and the non-literate, for example.12 Ewald 
agrees with Street’s argument, reinforcing the idea that the vision of the 
superiority of written communication over oral leads to a graphocentric 
attitude, which puts both modalities in a reified manner, outside their human 
context.

The proposal of a great divide between written and non-written societies 
that Olson, Havellock and others defend, with differences regarding the extent 
they reach about the advantage of orality as a form of rationality, is constituted 
in an argument which takes Western Europe as the paradigm for the evolution 
of writing for the rest of the world. Moments are established in which the 
human enterprise (read the Western European enterprise) involved, among 
other aspects, the development of language as representation and 
decontextualized abstraction, and the development of writing in tension with 
orality.

History also participated in this organization of knowledge in the wake of 
written culture as the reference of the rationality of the West, with the 
characteristics that it constructed for itself as the field of knowledge that uses 
writing. The writing of history is what structures it as a discipline in the 
framework of the naturalization of the rationality of writing. According to 
Michel de Certeau, history is an operation about a discourse. In this line of 
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reasoning, the profession of historian is a scriptural exercise.13 This exercise 
occurs through language, but it specially occurs with writing. It involves 
reading and writing and requires erudition and dominion over this territory. 
The reference, the citation, the operations that thus product a real effect, give 
credibility to the historiographic text. They also order the decontextualized 
abstraction in the hierarchy of information and in the reference to 
decontextualized events and processes. These characteristics of narrative 
history, such as the use of the subordinate syntactic related to time, to cite just 
one group, give it a specificity which has to be considered in teaching and 
learning to read school texts in this area of knowledge. 

Learning history not only orders previous knowledge of reading and 
writing, but orders the mastery of reading, writing and the historical narrative, 
as a form of organizing the discourse of time. Its teaching presupposes the 
existence of a community of writing in which the student should be inserted, 
with the collaboration of the teacher. In other words, for the student to 
understand the writing of history, he also needs to learn to read and write 
history, not as a historian, but inserting it in the logic of the rationality of 
writing in school history.

This is the challenge of the rationality of writing. If writing is presented 
now as the result of a process of organization of reality which takes Western 
European society as a reference, this does not mean that there do not exist 
other forms of organizing this reality, in other words, other forms of being 
rational and knowing, which even when they are not hegemonic dialogue more 
or less with the rationality of writing. The intention of universal access to 
writing through literacy and to the knowledge structured by writing 
presupposes the universality of the rationality of writing. However, a relevant 
number of our students, due to their social trajectories before and after school, 
still do not move around this world of writing in a form appropriate to the 
continuation of studies in Basic Education. Do they not manage to learn the 
knowledge of different areas of knowledge because they do not know how to 
read and write? 

This question will not be answered here. However, it is necessary to 
differentiate what happens within written learning, aiming at the insertion of 
new learning in the circuit of learning to read and write to learn school 
knowledge.

Literacy, education and letramento 
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Tfouni presents the learning of literacy within a controversy: for some it 
is a process of the individual acquisition of the abilities required for reading 
and writing; for others it is a process involving the representation of various 
objects with different natures.14 The first concept presents as a consequence an 
additional mistake, which is the belief that literacy reaches an end. She argues 
that as a process what characterizes literacy is its incompleteness and 
continuation. She states that this need to see an end in literacy is a demand of 
school that is not justified due to the complexity of the process. As a result the 
expectation of history teachers that they will receive a completely literate.

Delineated here is a relationship of literacy with education. For part of 
learners the references to writing will principally come from the formal 
education process and from a school network with determined characteristics. 
Sometimes with absences and limits which will define the relevant differences 
in the culture of writing with which these learners will relate.

Thos process is not complete at the end of the first classes of Basic 
Education. However, since literacy is instituted in contemporary societies 
within the school, it occurs in a more intense or specific form in the early years 
of Basic Education. At this time, the curriculum and the teachers, in various 
ways in Brazilian schools, are concerned with teaching writing. Students, 
according to their trajectories and their forms and conditions of learning and 
teaching, will appropriate more or less intensely the conditions to read, write 
and understand through writing.

Reaching the end of Basic Education great changes occur in relation to 
writing and knowledge. If students are unable to carry out the expected activities, 
the teacher will organize the work based on the representation of a gap in their 
knowledge. The history class will be different and the resulting historical 
knowledge as well. Teachers from various disciplines, including history, when 
they say they are there to teach their discipline, a common saying in our schools, 
refuse to teach literacy, since they consider that this is a process which should 
have been completed when the student reached the current sixth year.

The second half of Basic Education presents specific constrictions for the 
teacher of disciplines such as history. At this moment, I would like to highlight 
the conjunction of the time factor (two or three classes a week) with the factor 
of the extension of the proposed curricular content, which results in the 
gradual agility of students in relation to writing being counted on. They need 
to learn history through reading and writing.

Various studies of the history of writing at the end of the twentieth 
century have highlighted social, historic, linguistic and discursive aspects as 
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being the origin of their possible failure with segments of popular classes that 
remain on the margin of written culture. As a result, they present the demand 
of another concept of literacy, which takes into account a broader and more 
informal process than carried out in the school, through practices and events 
– before, during and after the learning of written language. This process is 
called letramento, inspired by the term in English, literacy.

For some specialists, such as Magda Soares, letramento is a condition of 
those social groups and societies which actually use writing.15 The same author 
explains that this condition is updated at every moment of the life of an 
individual or social group.16 The condition of writing is achieved through social 
practices in it is inserted. Different authors agreed at, ultimately, that insertion 
in a written culture through letramento has cognitive consequences for 
individuals and social groups, especially the latter.

Education, letramento and learning to read and write are three processes 
which overlap and result in different lettered conditions which are modified 
according to the learning experienced in new practices of reading and writing. 
Taking into account these affirmations, it is necessary to consider that even a 
student who is literate to a level adequate for the sixth year may not yet have 
experienced the specific reading and writing of history texts.

The diverse trajectories of Brazilian school students, which led them to 
such disparate performance in tests such as Saeb, does not impede them from 
learning, even with singular approximations with the rationality that is specific 
of writing. But they raise difficulties for teachers who organizes themselves to 
teach and make students learn through writing in school time. In this context, 
when students present characteristics that do not show mastery of writing, they 
break with the expectations of teacher in their modes of teaching history. It 
also leads teachers to make didactic choices that respond to their representation 
about the greater or lesser capacity of these students to learn to write school 
history.

Beliefs and disbeliefs in the capacity, to read, write and think history 

Teacher’s representations of the capacity of students to read, write and 
learn through writing function as a relevant factor in the choice of didactic 
strategies that will configure the didactic circuit of the class and the history to 
be taught.17 Representations of students are prepared before the teacher knows 
them, at the beginning of the school year. These began with the experience of, 
in repeated years, the frustration of not being successful in teaching activities 
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and learning strongly anchored on writing. Furthermore, with the depressing 
conversation with the colleague who had already working with these students 
in previous years, at the moment of the planning meeting at the beginning of 
the year. The colleague almost always has the same frustration. Mixed in with 
these experiences is prejudice in relation to students due to their cultural 
baggage (of lack of it), which includes as evident the existence of a determined 
relationship with writing and with the organized knowledge of writing.

The research from which the examples presented here were obtained was 
carried out during the school year in history classes in Basic Education. In the 
research I analyzed the oral and written interaction between teachers and 
students in the history class in relation to school history knowledge. The 
research methodology use was inspired by ethnography with intensive field 
work in two schools, (one public and the other private), in which history 
classes in Fundamental Education were observed and analyzed under different 
aspects. Verbal interaction between students and teachers was especially the 
object of attention, based on the enunciation focus chosen. Writing was 
registered as close to the form it was registered in, and the words of teachers 
and students were recorded and transcribed for analysis.

Generally speaking, for the three public school teachers participating in 
the research, students did not adequately dominate writing and this hindered 
the work of teaching and learning. For others, although some of the students 
had learning difficulties related to reading and writing, it was possible to teach 
and learn history, even asking for reading and writing activities aimed at the 
construction of knowledge. For private school teachers the problems of 
learning was located in individual cases, and reading and writing were not 
considered a problem. To the contrary, they were a necessary condition, meet 
by students as a whole while carrying out work.

I present below the two didactic choices made by the public school 
teachers by public school teachers who adopted different positions in their 
representation of the capacities of students to read, write and know through 
writing. However, it should be born in mind that this did not involve an 
evaluation of the content to be taught and learned, since they are canonical 
content in the Basic Education program.
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Belief in an absence: they do not know how to read and write 

In the research the teachers who represented their students as not 
possessing the condition of being lettered emphasized in their classes reading 
and writing activities, such as oral reading, copying texts and exercises in 
which fragments of texts copied or read had to be transcribed and read. In 
other words, writing comes into their classes as support for knowledge that 
has already been produced, which has to be copied aimed at memorizing it. 
The teachers justify their choices with the idea of teaching students to read and 
write, at the same time that they teach history. Another explanation is that, 
since they have difficulties in understanding history, all that is demanded from 
them is the task of registering and reproducing, not of establishing relations 
or other mental activities.

In public school where there is a shortage of school books, the teacher from 
the sixth grade produced a summary of a school book and wrote it on the 
blackboard. The transcription of the summary occurred three times during the 
class. A circuit of activities did not occur, since during various classes the 
students copied the summary and at the end did an exercise, followed by a text. 

Roma
A cidade de Roma fica situada na península Itálica, ao sul da Europa. 

Seu território lembra o formato de uma bota.
A península Itálica era habitada desde tempos pré-históricos, mas 

posteriormente, em diferentes épocas, diversos povos instalaram-se na região. 
Entre eles destacam-se italiotas, gregos e etruscos.

Por volta de 2000 a.C., várias aldeias foram fundadas nesta região e 
entre elas, Roma. Mais tarde, os etruscos invadiram e conquistaram Roma. 
A partir de então, Roma consolidou-se como cidade expandindo seus domínios 
por várias regiões em torno do mar Mediterrâneo, chegando ao Oriente e ao 
continente africano.

Foi durante o domínio dos reis etruscos que Roma transformou-se em 
cidade. Apesar do progresso material, o crescimento de Roma trouxe muitos 
problemas. Os patrícios queriam controlar diretamente o poder em Roma. 
Rebelaram-se contra o rei, expulsando-o e estabelecendo uma nova organização 
política: a República, que em latim quer dizer “coisa de todos”.
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The text is characterized by a didactic canonic narrative about the creation 
of Rome. In addition to the absence of books for the students to work with, the 
teacher justified the use of the summary as an attempt to adjust the text in 
accordance with two criteria, facility and extension, adapted to the class time, 
on the space of the board and the notebook and in the capacity of students to 
write.

Effectively, when she resumed the text of the book, other transformations 
occurred, since the interaction between the verbal text, the visual texts, titles, 
subtitles and complementary texts, which are part of school books, are 
suppressed.18 By entering school culture and its modes of functioning, a text is 
“reconstructed and losses and gains traits that can be revealing of the social 
processes which are carried out in that sphere.”19 

A text with these characteristics approximate the format of the note made 
on paper cards by students who learning to read and suppose that the reader 
is still distant from written culture. Thus, the teacher’s investment in a reduced 
phrasal structure, with repetition of the subject Rome. For her, the criteria of 
facility presupposes a fifth grade student with a level of comprehension similar 
to a first grade student.

What does this individual reading of a simplified text, in other words, this 
interaction of the student only with the summarized text, translate of the 
concept of history that the teacher presents to and expects from the student? 
Let us look at the example of one of the question present in the exercise and 
the test: “In what period was Rome transformed into a city?” In the text the 
student reads (searches) until he reaches the extract: “It was during the rule of 
the Etruscan kings that Rome was transformed into a city.” In the (non) reading 
strategy used, the answer is the entire previous extract: “It was during the rule 
of the Etruscan kings...”.

A characteristic of this type of reading control activity is the relationship 
of complementarity between information. In other words, since information 
is structured in nominal or verbal phrases with a simplified structure (a simple 
phrase or composed by coordination), the majority of relations established in 
questions are between the predecessor and successor in the same phrase 
without a decontextualized hierarchy between the information. In a relatively 
short text, as the summary, the task, of answering questions to location 
information is facilitated. The strategy most used in the reading, with both 
students with the highest and lowest achievements, is to look for a guiding 
expression or word as a reference for the phrase which contains the response. 
Following this, the student will look for the other part of the phrase, which the 
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answer surely is. This strategy was observed in all the classes and grades in 
public schools (5th-8th), with some variation in use by students more or less 
competent in reading longer texts.

The use of this reading strategy allows us conclude that this is one the 
forms of learning offered by school work with reading, including history 
classes. But this learning did not begin with the fifth grade history class. The 
student perceives, in the first years of Basic Education, that this strategy 
‘functions’ to answer a certain type of question. 

As highlighted by researchers of reading in the early years of Basic 
Education, this is a strategy which takes place under the auspices of the 
perception of formal identity among words.20 Therefore, answering these 
questions does not modify the student in terms of learning, since he does not 
need to have understood what he is writing to answer, working only with the 
formal element to complete the information.

Returning to the example, let us look at the word period present at the 
beginning of the question: In what period... Even the preparation of this 
temporal notion, important in the construction of the category of time, is made 
secondary in this didactic circuit, since it is not necessary for the student to 
know what it signifies to use the complementary response strategy as one of 
the terms of affirmation, based on the location of the guiding expression or 
word. 

With the didactic circuit used in this history class, the students may not 
be learning history and perhaps not even temporal notions, as we have seen. 
Copied history does not even teach students to read and write. It only teaches 
them to copy and transcribe, which does not demand that the student think 
beyond the strategy of filling in the responses, not even to modify the oral or 
written language.

The concept of reader that this situation indicates is someone who repeats. 
In other words, the meaning is there and the students’ task is to say what is 
already in the test. This circuit of activities suggests that for the teachers who 
share this representation, the students are not able to read and write, nor even 
able to learn history.

Belief in a presence: they know how to read and write

The teacher asked fifth grade students, in the 11 year old age group, during 
the first weeks of class to produce an essay about their life since birth. The 
students delivered the essays and during the class the teacher returned them 
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with personal comments. Her intention was to use examples taken from the 
essays to explain historic sources and landmarks. For this comment, I have 
highlighted the part of the class that deals with historic sources:

1st part 21

(T01) P: ... This activity is worth 10 points, for the essay telling your life stories, 
and as well as me knowing a little bit about you through it, I asked you to 
do this activity to see if you managed… to answer a few things for me. Each 
of you have your own history, right? Each one is different from the other, 
your histories will not be the same. However, you can answer some things 
for me, all of you can answer for me. First, where did you get the information 
to write about your past?

(T02) A: My mother and father helped me.
(T03) A: I remember the last four years.
(T04) A: My mother helped me.
(T05) P: Your mother and your father? They remember everything? Then let 

us think of the following: (++) some things you remember, right? Like he 
said ‘I remember the last four years.’ Other things your father and mother 
helped. Let us imagine something: on the day that you did this, your father, 
mother, uncle, no one was at home and you had amnesia. You did not know 
anything, you only knew what was written there, to do history homework. 
You did not remember anything about your lives and had no one around 
to ask. Do you think you could find something at home that would give you 
clues about the past?

(T06) A: I looked at photos.
(T07) A: I look at a picture.
(T08) P: What did the photos tell you? No. What type of information could the 

photo give to you?
(T09) A: What I was like.
(T10) P: When I was small I was fat, I had lots of hair, I was bald, I was much 

smaller than my brother. The photo could give you this information. What 
else?

[...]
 (T14) P: ... Each object that you find, shhhh, pay attention girls! These objects 

that you find will help you put together this past. Things that were lost in 
forgetfulness, now you are seeing these objects, you can write about the 
past...
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In the teacher’s first speech, among other organizing aspects of the class, 
(T01) she clarified that each person has a different history, but that the way of 
having access to this history is similar, in other words, it starts from singular 
and concrete information to go towards generalization. The two themes 
explained during the class can be found in the categories of historic source and 
historic landmark.

The strategy used by the teacher, after getting the essays, is to ask 
problematizing questions about sources of information about their lives, 
aiming at establishing a parallel. To the extent that the students will answer 
and present some alternatives, they continue to problematize, in search of 
various sources (oral, photographic...). She also seeks to help them perceive 
that each source allows different information to be known.

Continuation 
(T15) ... These objects are called in general, Iank, pay attention, historical 

sources. (+) What does source mean? I will drink water from the fountain 
[in Portuguese the same word is used for source and water fountain]. 
Source is where something is born, from where it leaves. So a historic 
source is from where history comes. It is these objects that will help us put 
together this jigsaw puzzle of the past. When the historian is going to write 
about the life of a people, of a country, he does not have a father, a mother, 
a grandmother, to tell him what happened. How will he research what 
happened 400, 500, 600 years ago. What does he have to look for? Objects 
that are called historic sources will give him the clues, of what this people 
were like, of what they ate, of what they dressed, where they lived ... so any 
object left by human beings can be a clue about the past of humanity. 
Look, I will give you an example. Let us imagine that there was a war and 
the entire population of Pindorama was exterminated, ok? It is gone, there 
is no one left. In 300 years an alien spaceship will land here. Aliens will 
leave the ship wanting to know if there were people here, if it was inhabited, 
they will not find anyone, but they will begin to find things that are signs 
that there was intelligent life here.

(T16) A: Great!
(T17) P: So, when they find photos, he mentioned that already, clothes, pieces 

of clothes, pieces of buildings, of constructions, of bricks...
(T18) A: of buildings...
(T19) A: a pen...
(T20) A: sneakers... 
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(T21) P: A piece of a table, a chair, sneakers, a backpack. What will this tell 
them? First, that the region was inhabited, that it had life, because these 
things are not made in nature. A sneaker tree? A backpack tree? A chair 
tree? Houses are not born out of the earth, they have to be built, right? 
People are needed. So all these objects that the extraterrestrials will find, 
will help him trace more or less what type of people lived here. That these 
people had iron, plastic, rubber, that they made large buildings to protect 
themselves, that they covered the body, because sneakers and clothes are 
used to cover the body. So these objects will help build our image in the 
head of the ET, what we were like. So what historians do more or less is 
what these ETs are doing in this story, looking for clues that indicate how 
a certain people lived, what they thought, how they lived, ok? These things 
are historic sources. Everything we can find about the human being are 
historic sources. Do you understand?...

In this part of her talk, she reaches the definition, and for this she uses the 
present tense and prepares a definition phrase (T15): ‘These objects are called 
in general ... historic sources.’ It is interesting to observe her use of the image 
of the water source/fountain. She does not use this metonymy in a ornamental 
or merely stylistic manner. To the contrary she seeks in its concreteness the 
image for the comprehension of the meaning of the term historic source. As 
Fiorin notes, the figures of language have to be treated as discursive procedures 
for the creation of meaning.22 Furthermore, as a discursive strategy, the teacher 
presented a narrative with figures – the extraterrestrial and the human objects 
loaded with meaning – to conclude the theme: historic sources. Thus, the 
theme is closed with the figure of the source: ‘where we will drink information 
about the human being.’

Her work with oral language, intermingled with writing, uses figurative 
language which permits movement between the concrete source and the set of 
ideas that constitute the abstraction historic source. I would like to highlight 
two things mentioned by the teacher in the first fragment. That of things that 
were lost in forgetfulness and the mention of the writing of the past, a founding 
characteristic of history. Mônica maintains a present reference for history and 
historiographic discourse during her talk: memory, even in its individual 
dimension, and writing. The teacher prepares an image of the world deliberately 
exploring the diversity of times. In other words, she proposes that students 
move through the time of their own lives and afterwards prepares a fantasy 
narrative in which extraterrestrials in the future arrive to research the school 
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neighborhood (and what exist are ruins of human civilization). Based on this 
hypothetical example, she deals with the possible distancing of the historian, 
who needs to work with the ruins of past civilizations.

The teacher uses the production of the text as an object of reflection for 
this class. As a result, since her aim is for the students to reflect on aspects of 
the historian’s work and history itself, I consider that the text gives value to the 
process of preparation and the reflection on this process, like a workshop in 
history.

However, it is not just production. She prepares a discourse with images 
and analogies which can be understood by students independently of their 
lettered condition. While continuing with her work, the teacher will make 
annotations for the students to copy, as well as exercises in which she will 
require responses that evoke what was constructed and taught, in accordance 
with the school culture in which her work is inserted. Therefore, a circuit of 
oral and written activities happens in which the more or less lettered students 
manage to learn what are historic sources, distant and proximate time, the 
work of the historian and the analogy between times, as well as other learning.

Some final words

The teachers of the final years in Basic Education highlighted the existence 
of a problem that directly affects the teaching and learning of history: the 
absence of mastery of writing by students. As has been seen this problem 
cannot be ignored due to the risk of the discipline of history becoming ever 
more decipherable and more distant from the students, especially those in the 
public teaching network.

Its explanation of the problem points to a precarious learning of how to 
read and write, as well as cultural baggage which is distant from school 
expectations. Nevertheless, if we consider that literacy is a process subject to 
different approaches and in dialogue with the trajectories of insertion in 
written culture by students, we can see that its results can vary from what is 
expected by the teachers, requiring didactic approaches that also vary during 
education. Furthermore, the class cannot only occur in the written form. 
Preferentially, especially in the grade in which students start to learn history 
and its characteristic decontextualization, the teacher can prepare activities in 
which students produce materials with drawings and texts that function and 
raw material for this didactic circuit and contribute to the plurality of forms 
of thinking history, with or without writing. A proposal such as this can be 
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understood as reductionist. However, it is not. It is inspired by the practices of 
teachers who believe their students can continue to learn to read and write, but 
principally so that they can know and reflect with and through school history. 

The consideration that the writing of history, including school history, 
requires a specific letramento, since reading and writing are always related with 
a particular type of writing, also shows a potential path for the history teacher, 
who can also assume their role in the teaching of the written language. Among 
the alternatives for teaching history closer to the questions related to the 
teaching of reading, writing and learning, is the consideration of the references 
of reading theory, which sees all reading as being constituted by meaning, in 
the dialogue between what is already known and what is not known yet. 
Therefore, when the teacher is seeking to facilitate a student’s understanding 
of a written text, it is necessary to evoke elements which the students already 
know to be able to confront the text, in a dialogue between the known and the 
not yet known. The target is always to know more.23

We know that the programmatic content of history extrapolates the time 
allotted to the class. The teacher, aiming to take into account the program, can 
establish circuits in which students should read what flows out of the classroom. 
Nevertheless, especially if the teacher works with classes in which precarious 
reading and writing condition predominant, something present in the majority 
of students in our schools, the problem becomes to be less the extent of the 
content to be taught and more assuming their tasks as a teacher of language, 
including historic language. Due to its magnitude this problem will still persist 
for some time, irrespective of our desires as the letters teachers we are. 
Therefore, the students in our schools, especially those of the public network, 
can achieve their education in history24 through a more or less lettered and oral 
or written rationality with the contribution of their history teachers.

NOTES

1 Saeb was created in 1990 as one of a number of governmental initiatives for evaluating 
school education. It has been held a number of times with a similar format. In 2005 its 
objectives, as expressed in Edict 931 of Instituto Nacional de Estudos Pedagógicos Anísio 
Teixeira (Inep), were divided through the creation of the National Evaluation of Primary 
Education (Avaliação Nacional do Ensino Básico – Aneb), based on by sampling, and whi-
ch was closer to the initial objectives and methodology of Saeb. Also created was the Natio-
nal Evaluation of School Achievement (Avaliação Nacional do Rendimento no Ensino Es-
colar – Anresc), with the intention of reaching the full universe of Brazilian schools, known 
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as the Brazil Exam (Prova Brasil). Thos exam intends to show the achievement of students 
in different schools and municipalities. For more information, see portalideb.inep.gov.br.
2 The current nomenclature corresponding to these grades would be sixth class to ninth 
class. I have kept the previous one, referring to grades, since the research referred to what 
occurred the year before the change and to the nomenclature present in the documenta-
tion used.
3 As well as Saeb, at that time there also existed the Higher Level Education Test (Provão do 
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v.23, n.81, p.91-113, 2002.
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measures in the evaluations. The indicator is calculated on the basis of data related to 
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12 See the discussion in STREET, B. V. Literacy in theory and practice. Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1984.
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13 See CERTEAU, Michel de. A escrita da história. 2.ed. Rio de Janeiro: Forense Universi-
tária, 2000, p.69-103.
14 TFOUNI, Leda V. Letramento e alfabetização. São Paulo: Cortez, 2004. (Coleção Ques-
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1995, p.15-61.
17 I refer to representations, considering especially one of the modalities related to the so-
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tructed by different groups that compose a society.” CHARTIER, Roger. O mundo como 
representação. Estudos Avançados, São Paulo: USP, v.5, n.11, p.183-191, 1991.
18 An evaluation of teaching books as reading material lies outside the scope of this text. In 
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19 See BATISTA, Antonio A. G. O ensino de Português e sua investigação: quatro estudos 
exploratórios. Doctoral Dissertation (Doctorate in Education) – PPGFE/UFMG. Belo Ho-
rizonte, 1996.
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